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Pre-prints have a long history...

https://www.nature.com/articles/476145a
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Pre-prints have a long history...



Strathclyde works in arXiv



• Affiliation not the best field to search in a pre-print server 

(just basic metadata kept)

• Publisher may ask pre-prints published as journal articles 

to be removed

• As opposite to this, it’s a very good home for 

dissertations/theses

• Somewhat ‘theoretical’ disciplines, not applied ones –

which doesn’t match Strathclyde profile

Why so few of them?



Strathclyde works in arXiv: Des Higham



Strathclyde works in arXiv: Ernesto Estrada



... but their popularisation is rather recent

https://www.nature.com/news/preprints-come-to-life-1.14140
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How much of an earlier dissemination?



How frequently is this happening?



How frequently is this happening 

for this [SIPBS] author?



What about other SIPBS authors?



Is ChemRxiv equally popular?



https://chemrxiv.org/authors/Marc_Reid/8315271
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ChemRxiv is newer => more sophisticated



ChemRxiv is newer => more sophisticated



ChemRxiv is newer => more sophisticated

( -- but some things remain the same)



Publishers’ attitude to pre-prints



Funders’ attitude to pre-prints



Funders’ attitude to pre-prints

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pcbi.1005473

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pcbi.1005473


Massive Impact of Covid-19

https://www.fastcompany.com/90537072/how-the-covid-19-crisis-has-
prompted-a-revolution-in-scientific-publishing
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Funders’ policies towards pre-prints

https://wellcome.org/grant-funding/guidance/open-access-guidance/open-access-policy
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Funders’ policies towards pre-prints

https://europepmc.org/Preprints
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Institutional policies towards pre-prints

https://blogs.ucl.ac.uk/open-access/2020/04/29/preprints/
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A citation advantage?

https://arxiv.org/abs/0906.5418
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A citation advantage?

https://arxiv.org/abs/0906.5418
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A few questions for discussion

• May a publisher ask an author to remove a pre-print from a 
server upon publication of the final version?

• Would a [life-sciences] author welcome citations to a pre-print, 
or is the final published version the ‘official currency’ for the 
purpose?

• “What are biologists so afraid of?” – asks the Nature editorial 
about the launch of bioRxiv. Could pre-prints endanger any 
commercial follow-up for the research?

• Is there a specific licence that could be used to prevent this 
potential downside?

• Can pre-prints be used as publications references in project 
proposals and for promotion purposes at institutions?


